IT WAS A PRODUCTIVE JUNE FOR TEA PARTY PATRIOTS!

WE HELD 2 FACEBOOK LIVE EVENTS WITH REP. THOMAS MASSIE (R-KY) TO DISCUSS AMERICAN INNOVATION, PATENT PROTECTION AND HIS BILL TO RESTORE SECOND AMENDMENT RIGHTS!

Our activists attended a rally outside of CNN Headquarters in Atlanta protesting Fake News and showing support for Pres. Trump!

OUR FB LIVE EVENTS WITH REP. MASSIE REACHED OVER 480,000 PEOPLE & RECEIVED MORE THAN 150,000 VIEWS

WE CONTACTED SENATE REPUBLICANS TO DEMAND THEY KEEP THEIR PROMISE TO FULLY REPEAL OBAMACARE!

Thank you for standing for principle and ethics and morality. Qualities the left have long ago lost.... Keep up the momentum to support Trump! From the bottom of my heart.

Keep fighting the fight. I sincerely realize and appreciate all your efforts. God Bless you and God Bless America.

Monmouth County True Patriots local coordinator Frank C. organized a “Happy Birthday President Trump” rally in Middletown, NJ to support our President against attacks from the media!

TEA PARTY PATRIOTS SPREAD OUR MESSAGE OF PERSONAL & ECONOMIC FREEDOM AND A DEBT-FREE FUTURE AT THE FAITH AND FREEDOM ROAD TO MAJORITY CONFERENCE IN WASHINGTON, DC!

CONSERVATIVE ACTIVISTS LEARNED HOW TO BECOME TEA PARTY PATRIOTS AT OUR BOOTH!

WE ADDED MORE THAN 18,000 SIGNATURES TO TEA PARTY PATRIOTS PETITIONS THIS MONTH!

Jenny Beth wrote four columns, conducted 28 radio interviews, five TV interviews and was quoted in 12 articles!

REACHED

Email + 5.1 million in emails
Facebook + 13.8 million on Facebook
Twitter + 1.1 million on Twitter